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This thesis describes the implementation of an iden­
tification procedure as a package of graphic programs. 
This package of graphic programs will allow the user 
to perform a least squares parameter estimation, a recur­
sive least squares parameter estimation, and a maximum 
likelihood parameter estimation of a linear second-order 
transfer function model. This model describes in a 
linear form the dynamic response of an automobile in 
a field operating environment.
The model is to reasonably reproduce the physical 
behavior of an automobile through two of its dynamic 
variables. These are the yaw rate as output and wheel 
angle as input. The model will make subsequent control 
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1I . INTRODUCTION
One of the several formulations of the identification 
problem has been given by Eykhoff [1]:
"Identification is an evaluation of a system 
model representing the essential aspects of an 
existing system (or a system to be constructed) 
and presenting knowledge of that system in a 
usable form. The most important feature of this 
identification problem formulation is that the 
evaluated model will contain only the essential 
properties of the existing system; in other words 
one should not expect to reproduce the exact 
dynamic behavior of the existing system."
There are two kinds of identification approaches 
that one can use. First, there is the use of already 
available scientific laws to develop equations which 
explain the behavior of the existing system (or the sys­
tem to be constructed). These sets of equations consti­
tute the basic structure of the evaluated system model. 
This kind of identification is also called modeling. The 
major drawback to modeling systems is that in most prac­
tical cases, the system to be identified is so complex 
that the laws of science are either too complicated or are 
inadequate to give a satisfactory description of the
2system behavior. In any case, modeling of systems is not 
the subject of this paper.
Second, there is the knowledge of the system response 
to a certain type of input from which one can estimate 
the best values of unknown parameters of a selected math­
ematical model. This model characterizes the operation 
of the system in some approximate form.
The mathematical model is either stochastic or 
deterministic. In the latter case, the measurement is 
considered to be noise free, or to be more realistic, 
is assumed to be negligibly corrupted by noise. In a 
stochastic mathematical model, the noise acting on the 
system is considered a non-negligible random quantity. 
Usually, this random quantity cannot be measured. But it 
is assumed that it satisfies some statistical properties 
such as a convenient mean (usually zero) and a well- 
defined type of probability distribution.
Once a mathematical model has been selected according 
to certain a priori knowledge of the physical properties 
of the system, and a large number of data have been meas­
ured on the real process, the next question would be: "in 
what sense is the mathematical model equivalent to the 
real system?" Therefore, one has to provide a criterion 
of equivalence. This criterion of equivalence may be 
an error cost function functional of the system output
and model output or a probability density function of the 
system output.
The identification methods based on the numerical 
evaluation of experimental data are categorized according 
to the choice of the criterion of equivalence which de­
termines the quality of the estimates. Since the eval­
uation of the measured data can never yield the exact 
values by the nature of the previously given identifica­
tion problem formulation, it is required to express the 
quality of these estimates.
There are two important types of statistical criteri 
to judge the goodness or the quality of these estimates. 
The first is unbiasedness. An estimate is said to be 
unbiased if its mean value is equal to the true value.
The second is consistency. An estimate is said to be 
consistent if, in the long run (which mathematically 
means for an infinite number of measured data), the dif­
ference between the estimate and the true value becomes 
negligible.
The system considered in this thesis is an automo­
bile. The mathematical model used intends to duplicate 
the dynamic response of an automobile for certain inputs. 
This model has already been derived in reference [3] as 
a linear second-order transfer function by using the 
Laplace transformation with the assumption that all the 
initial conditions of the input and the output functions
4are zero. It is, perhaps, needless to say that the same 
automobile can be approximated by models with higher 
degrees of freedom.
The purpose of this paper is to determine a set of 
unknown parameters of a second order transfer function 
with two poles and one zero that describes yaw rate as a 
function of wheel angle input. The data used were ob­
tained from experiments conducted with an automobile on 
loan to the University of Missouri-Rolla from the Depart­
ment of Transportation under contract DOT HS-701533 some 
years ago. The chosen parameter identification methods 
are the least squares estimation, the recursive least 
squares estimation and the maximum likelihood estimation.
The strategy used in all three identification schemes 
can be subdivided in four steps:
1. Estimation of the unknown parameters of the 
transfer function.
2. Computation of the pole and zero locations.
3. Simulation of the system response by using the 
selected model.
4. Comparison of the system response with the model 
output to see how equivalent they are in terms of some 
goodness criterion such as the square output error, the 




Control design can be achieved through root-locus, 
pole-assignment or frequency response methods. For root- 
locus and pole-assignment, one needs a transfer function 
or a state variable description from which the poles and 
zeros of the system can be obtained. The elements of the 
transfer function and of the matrices of the state var­
iable description are called parameters, and such a system 
model is called a parametric model.
The specifications of the dynamic design performance 
in the time domain are based on quantities such as percent 
overshoot, rise time and settling time. These quantities 
are functions of the parameters of the model.
Frequency response methods such as those of Nyquist, 
Bode and Nichols [2] require the curves of the amplitude 
and the phase of the transfer function as functions of 
the frequency. Such models are called nonparametric 
models because, in principle, there may be no finite 
number of parameters describing the curve of the ampli­
tude and the phase of the transfer function as functions 
of the frequency. In this case, the specifications of 
the dynamic design performance in the frequency domain 
are based on quantities such as gain and phase margin. 
These quantities are uniquely functions of the amplitude 
and phase transfer function versus frequency curves.
6From what has just been described, one can notice 
that a parametric model is necessary for the root-locus 
and pole-assignment control design methods and sufficient 
for the frequency response control design methods. There­
fore a discrete parametric model is considered in this 
thesis.
For the sake of generality, the discrete parametric 
model considered is a transfer function of order n with 
one delay. The parameters are the coefficients of the 
numerator and denominator polynomials. The transfer 
function is
b-^ z "^+b-^ z ... +knz n
H(z,T) = ------rj--- ~2--------- (2.1)
l-a1z a2 z -..-~anz
where the parameter vector is: T = taia2•••an^i^2* **^n^ " 
The same model can be represented as a discrete time state 
variable system such as:
x (k+1) = A  (T) x (k) + B (T) u (k)
<
y(k) = C (T) x (k)
One will notice that while for the transfer function de-
2scription only 2n parameters were needed, (2n+n ) are 
needed for the state variable description. If the two 
descriptions are to be equivalent, then one can assume 
that n parameters are somehow redundant and may be chosen 
arbitrarily. The standard approach to do this is to
7realize the transfer function with either one of two 
canonical forms known as observer and control canonical 
forms as described in reference [2].
For example, a particular observer canonical form is:
[10. . . 0]




• I ; B = •# 3 1 H •* •
0 •
a, a„•* • • a 1— 1 2 n—1 _1 _
bj
Another approach would be to use what has been called the 
direct form I realization which is also known as the ARMA 
(auto regressive moving average) model as described in 
reference [4]. The ARMA realization of H(z,T) is given
as follows:
8FIGURE 1. The ARMA Realization of H(z,T)
which yields:
A
al a 2 # • * n 1 b0 • • • b2 n
In-l 0♦» 0 in-10 0 0 • • • 0 * * • • • ♦ 0 ; B









(2 . 2 )
where 0n is a square matrix of null elements of order n. 
Even though the ARMA model is a nonminimal description of 
the transfer function (it needs a number of states twice 
the order of the transfer function), it has one very use­
ful feature that makes it especially appropriate for 
identification purposes. The state is composed entirely 
of past inputs and outputs.
x(k) = [y (k-1) y (k-2) . . .y (k-n) u(k-l)... u (k-n) ] (2.3)
9In other words, all the states are available if all input 
and output samples are known. The ARMA model realization 
of H(z,T) is used in this thesis. Now, given the selected 
model, and before selecting a particular technique to 
determine an estimate of the unknown parameter vector, 
one must define the error between the estimated and true 
vector of unknown parameters from which a cost function 
can be derived.
Three criteria can be considered. These are: out­
put error, output prediction error and equation error.
Even though a discussion of the advantages and disadvan­
tages of using these three error criteria is beyond the 
scope of this thesis, their mathematical formulations 
are defined as follows.




u ,y ,y stand for a ra'^m
actual input, actual 
output and model 
output
FIGURE 2. The Block Diagram of the Output Error
10
In this thesis, the model has already been selected as 
being an ARMA model. The output error is a scalar and 
its mathematical expression is:
e(k,T)=ya (k)-ym (k)=ya (k)-a1ym (k-l)...
- a v  (k-n)-b,u(k-1)...-b u(k-n) n m 1 n
The block diagram of the output prediction error formu­
lation is shown below:
ua
e (k ,T )
FIGURE 3. The Block Diagram of the Output Predic­
tion Error
According to reference [4], a prediction model is a model
✓ swhich gives y(k+l) in terms of past observations and para­





where y and u are the actual output and the actual input. 
Therefore the output prediction error would be:
e (k ,T)=y (k) -y (k) =y (k) -a-^y (k-1) . ..
-a y(k-n)-b.u(k-1)...-b u(k-n) n 1 n
(2.6 )
11
The equation error criterion is characterized by:
e(k,T) = x (k+1)-Ax(k)-Bu(k) (2.7)
for a linear discrete-time state variable description. 
e(k,T) is the vector equation error such as: e= [e^. . . e2n] 
and matrices A and B have been already defined in the set 
of mathematical expressions (2.2). Relation (2.7) can 
be written as:
e1 (k ,T) =x^ (k+1) -a^x^ (k)-a2x2 (k)..,-b.x (k)...-b x0 (k)1 n+i n 2n
{
e2 (k,T)=x2(k+1)-x1(k)
e ,, (k, T) =x . (k+l)-u(k) n+1 . n+1
e2n (k,T)=x2n (k+l)-x2n_1(k)
The substitution of the value of x(k) in relation (2.3) 
into relation (2.7) yields:
en (k ,T)=y (k) -a,y (k-1)..-a y (k-n) -b. u (k-1)
n 1 ( 2 . 8 )
...-bnu (k-n)
and
e2 (k,T)=e3 (k ,T) =... =e2n (k ,T) =0
There is no difference between the equation error mathe­
matical expression (2.8) and the one of the output pre­
diction error (2.6) because of the particular prediction 
model selected. The equation error (2.8) is in some 
ways better than the output error (2.4) since it takes
12
more available knowledge into account. One must recall 
that while equation (2.7) contains past values of the 
actual output, equation (2.4) contains past values of 
the model output.
The equation output criterion has been selected 
for use in this thesis. This choice may seem poor be­
cause it requires the knowledge of all the state variables. 
That is (most of the time) unrealistic. However, one 
must recall that the selected model is a linear discrete 
ARMA model which means that all state variables are simply 
past input and output samples that are already available.
The cost function whose minimization yields parameter 
estimate vector closest to the true parameter vector is:
where w(k) are the diagonal elements of the weighing 
diagonal P.D matrix W. If all errors are not equally 
important, then w(k) is to be small where errors are 
expected to be large and conversely. In the case of 
equally important errors, W becomes the matrix identity.
B. LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION
The principle behind this technique is that from the 
knowledge of a set of input and output measurements:
(2.9)
(u(1), u (2) • • / u(N) , y (1) • • f y (N) t
13
an unknown parameters vector T = [a^. . .anb-^ . . .bn] will 
be computed such that the sum of the square errors is 
minimum. Therefore, the smaller the sum, the better the 
estimate. It is assumed that the noise is negligible 
and that all errors are equally important.
Since the model transfer function is of order n, the 
first computable error is e(n,T); and since k varies from 
n to N, (N-A+l) errors can be computed using equation 
(2.7). The subscript, one, of e is dropped.
In order to obtain a compact expression for the equation 
error, one has to define the following matrices:
Y (N) = [y (n) ...y(N)]'
H (N) == [h (n) . . . h (N) ] '
E(N,T) = [e(n,T)-- e (N,T) ]
Hence the equation error becomes:
E(N,T)=Y(N)-H(N)T (2.10)
The cost function is defined as:




The least squares estimate of the true parameters vector 
is the vector TLg for which the cost function is minimum.
j(Tls) < j(T)
From calculus, the necessary condition for j(T) to be 
minimum is:




Di =DT — 2Y * H + 2T ' H * H (2 .12)
The combination of equations (2.11) and 2.12) yields:
h ’h t l s = H ’Y (2.13)
Hence the least squares parameter estimate vector is 
obtained from equation (2.13) and is:
Tl s  = (h 'h )-1h 'y (2.14)
Now, one might ask whether the least squares parameter 
estimate vector, just obtained, is a unique solution for 
the cost function minimization.
15
According to reference [2] the solution is unique 
if the canonical form utilized to realize H(z,T) has a 
minimal number of parameters such as the ARMA model, and 
if the inputs are persistently exciting which yields 
decoupled numerator parameters. It is assumed that this 
is the case.
One possible outline for a least squares parameters 
estimation algorithm is:
1. Select the order of the transfer function model.
2. Form vectors Y(N),H(N) and H (N) from input/ 
output set of data.
3. Compute parameter estimate vector through equa­
tion (2.14).
C. RECURSIVE LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION
This technique is appropriate in the case where the 
data are obtained sequentially rather than as a batch 
and when it is desirable to determine how the least squares 
parameter estimate vector of a starting batch behaves 
when more data is added. In reference [5] a recursive 
least squares parameter estimation based on a sequential 
acquisition of data has been considered. A recursive 
least squares parameter estimation based on a starting 
batch of data is considered in this section.
To achieve this goal, one has to determine how 
equation (2.14) will evolve when one more datum is added.
Assume a starting batch of N data. By adding one more 
point, equation (2.14) becomes:
16
T_ a (N+1)= [H* (N+1)H(N+1)] 1h ' (N+1)Y(N+1) (2.15)
where, H(N+1)= [h(n)...h(N+1)]' and,
f N+1 , N
H (N+1)H(N+1)= y  h (k) h ( k ) = Y h ( k ) h  (k)
k=n k=n (2.16)
+h(N+1)h* (N+1)=H' (N)H(N)+h(N+1)H* (N+1)
In order to determine the inverse of the left side of 
equation (2.16), one can define for the sake of conven­
ience a 2nx2n matrix P as:
P(N+1)=[h '(N+1)H(N+1)l”1 (2.17)
By utilizing the equality relation in equation (2.16), 
equation (2.17) becomes:
P(N+1)= [P”1 (N)+h(N+1)h*(N+1)]” 1 (2.18)
The inversion of the right-side of equation (2.18) re­
quires a formula known as the matrix inversion lemma 
according to reference [2].
(A+BCD)”1=A"1-A"1B (C” 1+DA” 1B )”1DA"1 (2.19)
If one makes the following substitutions:
A = P_1 (N), B = h(N+1), C = 1, D = h'(N+1)
then equation (2.18) becomes:
17







can be written in two parts a s :
H* (N+1)Y(N+1)=H*(N)Y(N)+h(N+l)y(N+1) (2.21)
For the sake of convenience, define: P(N)=P and h(N+l)=h. 
By substituting the expressions for P(N+1) in equation 
(2.18) and for H(N+1)Y(N+1) in equation (2.21) into 
equation (2.15), one gets:
TLS <n+1)= [p“ph(1+h,ph)“1h ,p] (H(N)Y(N)+hy(N+1)) (2.22)
By developing the right-side of equation (2.22), one 




where, TL S (N)=PH(N)Y(N). Since (l+h’Ph) is a scalar, then 
' -1 '(1+h Ph) (1+h Ph)=l and therefore the insertion of the 
above identity in the second right-side term of equation 
(2.23) (between h and y(N+l)) will not change the equality 
and equation (2.23) becomes:
18
Tl s (N+1)=Tl s (N)+Ph (1+h'Ph) 1 (1+h'Ph)y(N+1)
-Ph(1+h'Ph)"1h 'T (N)-Ph(1+h'Ph)"^ 'Phy(N+1) 
this can be written as:
Tl s (N+1)=Tl s (N)+Ph (1+h'Ph)-1{(1+h’Ph)y(N+1)
—h ' (N)-h'phy(N+1)} 
which reduces to:
TLs(N+1)=TL s (N)+G (N+1){y(N+1)-h,TL S (N)} (2.24)
where,
G(N+1)=Ph(1+h * Ph)~1 (2.25)
Therefore T (N+1) is the new parameter estimate vector JLio
given as the old parameter estimate vector plus the error
s tbetween the (N+1) output sample and the predicted output 
with a gain of G(N+1).
A possible outline of the recursive least squares 
estimation is:
1. Select N.
2. Compute initial values for P(N) and TL g (N) from 
the batch equation (2.14).
3. Form h(N+l) and h (N+1).
4. Let i=N+l.
i




6. Get y(i) and u(i).
7. Update parameter estimate vector from equation 
(2.24).
8. Update P vector: P (i) **P (i-1) -G (i) h (i)P(i-l).
9. Form h(i+l) and h (i+1).
10. Increment i: i*«-i+l.
11. If no more data, then go to 13.
12. Go to 5.
13. END.
D. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
The maximum likelihood parameter estimation method 
requires the introduction of a probability density func­
tion for the random variations of the measured data.
It is that the random variations of the observed data 
have a gaussian distribution.
In order to determine an algorithm useful for com­
puting a maximum likelihood parameter estimate vector, 
one can formulate the problem as follows:
The model considered is
n n n
e(k)=y(k)- a.y(k-i)- ^b^u(k-i)- c^e(k-i) (2.26)
i=l 1 i=l i=l
where e is the noise component. In matrix form, it would
b e :
E (N) = Y (N) —h (N) T (2.27)
20
The noise component is assumed to have a gaussian dis­
tribution with zero mean and unknown scalar variance R .e
Hence the vector noise
E (N) = [e (n) . . .e (N) ]
has a gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance
R=R^I , where m=N-n+l and I is the matrix identity, e m m
This is true provided the elements of the vector E(N) 
are mutually uncorrelated and have identical variances.
Now, in order to estimate a vector of unknown para­
meters T by the method of maximum likelihood from a set 
of measured input and output data, it is required to have 
the probability density function of the measured output 
sequence {y^} for known values of the parameters.
It has already been assumed that the noise has a 
gaussian probability density function that can be writ­
ten as:
Furthermore, there is a well known theorem in reference 
[6] that states if x has a gaussian distribution with
gaussian distribution with a mean of (ay+b) and a vari-
f(E/T) (2.28)
2a mean of y and a variance of a ? then Y=ax+b has a
2 2ance of a a .
Equation (2.27) can be written as:
Y (N) = E (N) + h (N) T (2.29)
21
Therefore, if one makes the following substitution:
Y(N) = Y; E(N) = x; a = 1; b = h(N)T
then, E (Y(N)) = h(N)T and var(Y(N))=R I . Thus thee m
probability density function of Y(N) is:
(2.30)
2 2Now, if one notices that e (k) = (y(k)-h(k)T) , then the
output probability density function turns out to be equiv­
alent to the noise probability density function according 
to reference [4].
Now that the problem formulation has been established 
the next step is to build a numerical algorithm which 
will determine the vector parameter estimate T such that 
£(E/T) is maximum, where t(E/T) is the negative logarithm 
of f(Y,T) which is described in equation (2.28):
The most currently utilized method to maximize Z (E/T) 
is based on a method attributed to Newton. The principle 
behind it is that given an initial estimate of T, one 
would assume the possibility that an iteratively improved 
or corrected estimate of T will yield a larger £(E/T).
The mathematical procedure is to expand t (E/T) about
A A
T(k) and select T(k+1) so that the first three terms in
(2.31)
22
the expansion of Z ( E/T) are maximized. T(k) is the maxi­
mum likelihood parameter estimate vector. If
T (k+1) = T(k) + ST (2.32)
then,




1 ^ ' 
+ 2 6T ST +
T=T(k)
From equation (2.32) , one can say that the search for a 
larger Z (E/T) will depend on an appropriate value of
A
ST. The necessary condition for Z (E/T) to be maximum
is that dZ8 ST
in ST, then:
dZ














since (—  ~ ^ \3T2 T=T(k)/
(2.33)
is a scalar. In order to be computable,
23
the partial derivatives in equation (2.33) must
be expressed in terms of the available {y^ .} and {y^}
sequences. First, the variance R0 must be estimated.
The estimated variance is the value of R that maximizese









The first partial derivative of £ (E/T) with respect to
T yields:





e (k) 3e (k) 9T
(2.35)












+ R- ,1 e(k)k=n
a2e
9T2
The second term of equation (2.36) can be ignored since 
the algorithm is expected to improve the vector parameter 
estimate T. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that 





N * 1 / 3e \ 3e







3 a 3b, n 1
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5 3 e 3e 1
3c * * # 3c n 1 n J
These partial derivatives are called the sensitivities 
of the noise with respect to the parameters. From the 
difference equation (2.26) the sensitivities are computed 
as follows:
3e(k)
3a.i = -y(k-i)- &
3e(k)
3b
k  .... 7  c. lei.krJ)—  = -u (k-i) - . ^ 3  3b.





3c . = -e (k-i) - f c.
j=l 3
(2.40)
One way to compute these sensitivities is to notice that
if one takes the z-transforra of equation (2.38), for
example, and calls = e , then3a± ai
-DE ( z )  = - z - : l Y 
ai
n _ ■
( z )  -  Y  c . z  J E ( z )
3 ai
which can be written as:
E_ ( z )  = - zn
i+ r  c.z 




Thus the sensitivity of e with respect to is z  ^ times 
the sensitivity of e with respect to and so on. In
order to have a closed form image of this process, one 
can realize equation (2.41) by the following block dia­
gram.
FIGURE 4. The Block Diagram of the Sensitivity 
of e With Respect to Parameters a.
A similar analysis can be made to compute the sensitivi­
ties of e with respect to b^ and c^.
Now that all necessary elements of the algorithm 
have been derived, one possible outline of this algorithm 
is as follows:
1. Select an initial parameter estimate vector T. 
This can be done by solving equation (2.14) and 
by assuming residual parameters c^ as zero.
2. Compute the sequence {e^} from equation (2.26).
3. Compute the variance R0 from equation (2.34).
Compute the sensitivities of e with respect to 




5. Compute from equation (2.35).
6. Compute 9 1^-/— ■). from equation (2.37).
7. Update the parameter estimate vector from equa­
tion (2.33) .
8. Compute the new sequence {e^ .} from equation 
(2.26) by using the parameters of the updated 
parameter estimate vector obtained in Step 7.
9. Compute the updated variance R^  from equation 
(2.34).
10. Test if [(RU —R )/R ]<10 if it is, then stop.e e e
If it is not, then R -<-Ru and go back to Step 5.e e
END
The last step of this algorithm suggests that a suffi­
ciently close parameter estimate vector (in terms of 
maximum likelihood) is achieved when the error between 
two successive variance estimates normalized by the 
first variance satisfies a certain statistical test.
A discussion of such a statistical test can be found in




The main product of this thesis is the implementation 
of an identification procedure as a package of graphic 
programs. This package of graphic programs allows the 
user to perform the following functions:
1. Display the input/output data (entirely or in 
part).
2. Window any part of the input/output data with 
three different window functions that will be 
described later.
3. Display the actual and simulated output on the 
same system axis and display some corresponding 
descriptive information for any of the three 
parameter estimation routines.
4. Display the frequency spectrum of any unwindowed 
and windowed part of the input/output data 
simultaneously.
The package of graphic programs was implemented 
through the utilization of the TCS set of subroutines 
and of the IMSL subroutine library. The listings of 
these graphic programs are available in the appendices.
To illustrate the usefulness and the validity of an 
identification procedure as a package of graphic pro­
grams, certain data records that are listed in Table I 
were utilized. A discussion of the acquisition of the
TABLE I Data Record
Speed
(m/h)
Run Files Acquisition 
Time (sec)
11 2 499-503 10
11 2 888-889 10
11 5 512-515 10
11 5 892 10
15.5 3 504 10
15.5 3 890 10
15.5 4 506-511 10
15.5 4 891 10
44.3 49 255-275 10
58.6 51 282-304
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experimental data records can be found in reference 
[3] .
The results presented in this section are the least 
squares, the recursive least squares and the maximum like­
lihood parameter estimates of a second order transfer 
function which represents the ratio of yaw rate versus 
wheel angle. The handling of the parameter estimation 
can be summarized as follows:
1. Display the entire input and output data record.
2. Select the most interesting part of the data 
record that corresponds to the dynamic response 
of the car making a turn. The most interesting 
part of the data record consists of the approxi­
mately parabolic shaped part of the display as
it will be shown later. It appears, that in most 
of the files which were utilized, there are two 
such parts. As a rule the selected part is the 
one that yields a pair of conjugate complex poles 
as is predicted in reference [3] and a better 
fit for the simulation.
3. Once that part has been selected, it is assumed 
to be one period of a periodic dynamic response 
signal of the car driven at a particular speed 
and making that particular turn. The period 
itself would be the process of taking the turn.
In order to be truly periodic, the part has to
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be windowed. Besides ensuring the periodicity 
of the dynamic response signal,- the windowing 
process has two other advantages.
a. It reasonably reproduces the frequency spec­
trum of the signal to be windowed (there is 
a negligible loss of frequency information 
through the windowing p r o c e s s ) .
b. It makes initial input/output samples equal 
to zero which is in accordance with the 
Laplace transformation assumptions of zero 
initial input/output upon which the second 
order transfer function model has been de­
rived .
Three different window functions have been con­
sidered in this thesis and are:
a. The Hanning window which is specified by:
w ( n ) = i ( 1 - c o s ( | ^ ) )  , a < n < N-l
b. The Blackman window which is specified by 
w(n) = .42-.5 cos ( ^ r )  + .08 cos(— ?  ) a<n<N-
c. The Bartlett window which is specified by
w (n) = , N-l '
a < n < N-l
2 - 2nN-l <_ n £  N-!




FIGURE 5. Plot of the Hanning, Blackman, and 
Bartlett Window Function
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4. Perform the estimation by using the truncated 
and then windowed data record.
5. Simulate the output by using the selected model 
and display the simulated output, the actual 
output, the parameter estimates, the pole-zero 
locations and the selected error that quantifies 
the goodness of the parameter estimate vector. 
The selected error has been introduced as an 
indicator on how close the simulated output it 
to the actual output for all the files. Three 
types of errors between the simulated and the 
actual output have been considered.
a. The square output error which is specified
2by: e=(ya-ys) / where y& and y g are the
actual and simulated output respectively.
It has the property to penalize large dif­
ferences between actual and simulated out­
put.
b. The normalized square output error which
2 2is specified by: e=(y -y_) /y .a S a
c. The normalized absolute output error which 
is specified by: e=|y —y |/ |y |. The nor- 
malized square and absolute output error 
penalize relatively large differences when 
normalized by a small actual output.
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B . PROCEDURE
Now, for the sake of clarity, consider as an example 
the parameter estimation for the transfer function using 
the file (514) of R U N (5). One should know that the 
"return” key should be pressed at the end of each com­
mand and that the lower-case character expressions are 
what the user types and the upper-case character expres­
sions are the responses of the processor to the user's 
command. The step by step procedure for the user would 
be the following.
1. Run a batch job to request the desired input and 
output data records from the DPMAS tape in the 
form of punched cards.
2. The user has to spool the data records to the 
virtual reader of his UMRVMB CMS account. In 
order to do this, one must punch starting from 
column one the following two control cards that 
specify how the deck of cards will be routed 
through the computer network.
ID RSCS 
UMRVMB "USERID"
"USERID" stands for the user's UMRVMB account 
number.
3. Logon to the UMRVMB interactive graphic system 





Select the CMS environment from the CAD/CAM 
functions menu.
Type "INIT" to include the IMSLSING library in 
the global txtlib.
The user can transfer his data files from his 
virtual reader to his assigned disk by taking 
the following steps: 
a . T ype:
spool rdr hold *This command will hold




spool rdr nohold *This command will not
hold the file
R? *processor response
c . T ype:
read k data
R; *processor response
These commands will transfer the user files from 
his virtual reader to his disk under the title 
k data, where k is the filename and data is the 
filetype, the filemode is understood to be Al 
which is the user's assigned memory area. The 
user can always bypass steps a and b if he 
does not desire to keep the file to be spooled 
in his virtual reader by just typing directly: 
read k data
R;
It is understood that one can spool program 
routines as well as data.
Now, assume that the user titled kl data and k2 
data as his input and output files respectively. 
In order to obtain the display of the entire 
input/output data records; one has to perform 






filedef ft05f001 disk k2 data 




The purpose of what has just been typed is to 
signal to the processor which files are the in­
put and the output (if any previous filedefs 
were in the RUN1 exec file? they have to be 
deleted). The listing of RUN1 exec is:
FILEDEF FT05F001 DISK k2 DATA 
FILEDEF F T 07F001 DISK kl DATA 
LOAD GRAPH READ AVERAG YRANGE YFRAME YDRAW
DISPLY DISPL (START
b. By issuing the command "RUN1", the user will 
obtain the display of the entire input/output 
data record. A similar display for the 
considered example is shown in Figure (6). 
From Figure (6), one can notice that there are 
two parts of interest, roughly (xmin=. 6-*xmax=3. ) 
and (xmin=4 . ->xmax=7.4) . In this case, the rule 
taken by the author is to perform a least square 
estimation for both parts and consider only the 
one which yields a complex pole location (as 
has been predicted in reference [4]) and a better 
fit for the simulation. For this particular 
example, it turns out that the part (xmin=. 6-> 
xmax=3.) yields a better fit.
In order to perform a least square estimation, 
one has to go through the following steps, 
a . T ype:













OUTPUT HIN»-0.249136200E+02 OUTPUT NAXt 0.24S734406E+02


















delete3 *delete previous xmin,
xmax and ml
f i le 
R;
b. Type:
fortgi LSE *compile yleast routine
R;
c. "filedefine" the input and output files
data in RUN2 exec in order to execute the 
least square estimation routine 





filedef ft05f001 disk k2 data
filedef ft07f001 disk kl data
XEDIT:
dl
FILEDEF . . .





The listing of RUN2 exec file is:
FILEDEF FT05F001 DISK K2 DATA 
FILEDEF FT07F001 DISK Kl DATA 
LOAD LSE READ AVERAG MATCH WINDO LEASTO
WRANGE SEARCH WDRAW ROOT DISP WDISP(START 
R;
By issuing the command RUN2, the user will obtain 
the display of the simulation and of other para­
meters of interest as shown in Figure (7) for the 
considered example. One can observe the effect 
of the non-windowing process by deleting line 15 
in the yleast routine that is call WINDO. Such 
effect can be seen in Figure (8) for the selected 
example. One can notice that even though the 
initial actual output sample is not zero, the 
simulated initial output is zero. This con­
forms to the Laplace transformation assumption 
upon which the model has been derived.
10. For the recursive least square estimation, the
user has, besides the window selection, the out­
put error selection which code is:
0 normalized square output error 
KERR = 1 -* normalized absolute output error
2 -*■ square output error
The window selection Ml is available in line 12, 
the output error selection KERR is available in 
line 14 and boundaries of the truncated data
LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATION




record xmin and xmax are available in line 15 
and 16 of the "RLSE" routine. The procedure 
on how to make these selections is the same as 
it has been outlined in Step 9. The only dif­
ference would be the utilization of RUN3 instead 
of RUN2. The listing of RUN3 exec file is: 
FILEDEF FT05F001 DISK K2 DATA
FILEDEF FT07F001 DISK Kl DATA
LOAD RLSE READ AVERAG MATCH WINDO LEAST ERROR 
WRANGE SEARCH WSCALE WUNIT FRAME WDRAW ROOT 
YDISP WDISP DISP (START
By issuing the command "RUNS", one will obtain 
for the selected example the display shown in 
Figure (9).
11. For the maximum likelihood estimation, the user 
has the availability of the window selection in 
line 10 and the boundaries of the truncated 
part xmin and xmax in line 12 and 13 of the MLE
routine. The procedure on how to make these
selections is the same as in Step 9 with 
the utilization of RUN4 instead of RUN2. The 
listing of RUN4 EXEC file is:
FILEDEF FT05F001 DISK K2 DATA 
FILEDEF FTO7F001 DISK Kl DATA
LOAD MLE READ AVERAG MATCH WINDO LEAST WRANGE
SEARCH WSCALE WUNIT FRAME WDRAW ROOT DSP 
DISP WDISP (START
RECURSIVE LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATION
43i
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Issuing of the command "RUN4" assures the display 
of the simulation and of other parameters of in­
terest as shown in Figure (10) for the selected 
example.
12. The user can also display the frequency spectrum 
of the unwindowed and the windowed truncated 
data through the "FSPECT" routine. The window 
function selection is available in line 12 and 
the boundaries of the truncated data record are 
available in line 13 and 14. Here again the 
procedure is the same as in Step 9. The execu­
tion of the routine is assured by typing the 
command "RUN5” . The listing of the RUN5 EXEC 
file is:
FILEDEF FT05F001 DISK K2 DATA 
FILEDEF FT07F001 DISK Kl DATA 
LOAD FSPECT READ AVERAG MATCH WINDO WRANGE 
FSCALE FSUNIT FSFRAM FSDISP (START 
The display for the selected example is shown 
in Figure (11).
C . COMPUTER RESULTS
The boundaries of the truncated part of the data 
record for each file are given in Table II. The computed 
results for any given speed can be divided in two parts. 
The first part would be the one where all pole locations
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
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FIGURE 11 Plot of the Windowed and Unwindowed 
Frequency Spectrum
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are complex no matter which window function or estimation 
routine was utilized. The second part would be any com­
bination of results that does not fit in the first part. 
Their listing can be found in Appendix G. The averaged 
computer results for the first part are given in Table 
II, III and IV. Several general points can be made from 
the listed results:
1. There is a little difference in the pole loca­
tions for Hanning and Blackman windows for any 
given speed and estimation routine.
2. The Bartlett window yields pole locations that 
are rather close to, but still different from, 
the ones obtained with Hanning and Blackman 
windows; and this is true for any given speed 
and estimation routine.
3. The Blackman window yields almost uniformly a 
better simulation in terms of square output 
error, and the Hanning window yields the second 
best simulation.
4. For a given speed and window function utilized, 
there is little difference in pole locations for 
the least and the recursive least squares estima­
tions. However the maximum likelihood estimation 
yields slightly different pole locations.
The recursive least squares estimation yields a 
better simulation in terms of square output
5.
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264 5.4 6.3
265 3.6 5.




































T A B L E  I I I .  A v e r a g e d  C o m p u t e r  R e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  L e a s t  S q u a r e s  E s t i m a t i o n
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error and the least square estimation yields 
the second best simulation.
The graphs of the experimental pole locations obtain­
ed from the recursive least square estimation, from the 
maximum likelihood estimation routines and the predicted 
pole locations (see reference [3]) versus speed are shown 
in Figures (12) and (13).
The circle and the cross correspond, respectively, 
to a pole location obtained by the use of Blackman window 
function and by the use of Bartlett window function.
The least squares estimation routine has not been consid­
ered because it yields practically the same pole locations 
as the recursive least squares estimation routine.
D. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Obviously the experimental pole locations do not 
correspond to the predicted ones. It was planned to 
utilize RUN45 and 48, but the output in all the files 
of those two runs were saturated. Therefore the pole 
locations for the intermediate speeds (33.4 and 47.4 m/h) 
are unavailable. Thus it is rather difficult to make a 
general conclusion on how the pole locations tend to move 
on the root locus versus the speed. On the other hand, 
the number of files to average is not the same for all 
speeds and this number is very low for some speeds (such 
as 15.5 right turn). This might raise a question as to 
the validity of the averaged results.
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FIGURE 12. Pole Locations Obtained From the
Recursive Least Squares Estimation 
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13. Pole Locations Obtained From the Maximum 
Likelihood Estimation and the Predicted 
Pole Locations Versus Speed
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Clearly there is a definite difference on the pole 
locations and the goodness of the parameter estimate vec­
tor (according to the tables of results) depending on 
which window function has been utilized. Hence it would 
be very interesting to do a thorough investigation of the 
window function influence on the pole locations and the 
goodness of the simulation.
In any case, the most obvious remark one can make 
from both root-locus plots is that the damping ratio and 
the settling time of the poles obtained by the recursive 
least square estimation routine are respectively greater 
and shorter than the ones obtained by the maximum like­
lihood estimation routine.
The zero location estimation has not been very con­
sistent for all the speeds that have been considered 
which is probably due to the time delay between the in­
put and output data.
An attempt has been made in this thesis to determine 
whether there is a correspondence between how well the 
unwindowed frequency spectrum has been reproduced by a 
given window function and the goodness of the parameter 
estimate vector. This attempt has not been conclusive.
The objective of this thesis is to implement a pack­
age of graphic programs. The usefulness of this package 
of graphic programs resides mainly on the following:
58
1. Convenience of working on a graphic terminal.
2. Relative ease of performing changes to the pro­
grams .
3. Above all the tremendous saving of time compared 
to how long it would have taken if the same 
amount of work was done by the use of a batch 
job.
This objective has been achieved.
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The miscellaneous subroutines presented in this 
appendix are subroutines that had to be implemented in 








SUBROUTINE AVERAG(Y» Y1,N )
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCf 
THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE ARITHMETIC AVERAGE OF THE 
INPUT ANO THE OUTPUT AND SUBSTRACTS IT ^ROM ALL TNPUT 
AND OUTPUT DATA.
INPUT:
Y AND YI APE RESPECTIVELY THE OUTPUT AND INPUT 
MATRICES.N IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES.
OUTPUT:
Y AND Y 1 ARE RESPECTIVELY THE OUTPUT AND INPUT 





C COMPUTE THE OUTPUT AND INPUT ARITHMETIC AVFRAGES•
DO I 1=1,N 




A VG1= A VG1 /N
C SUBSTRACT THE AVERAGES FROM ALL INPUT AND OUTPUT SAMPLES 















SUBROUTINE DISP(I1#12-13-14-15)ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccTHIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS OUTPUT DATA IDENTIFICATION HEADINGS.INPUT: 11.12,13,14 AND 15 ARE RESPECTIVELY RUN-FILE, CHANNEL NUMBER,NUMBER OP SAMPLES AND THE SAMPLING RATE OF THE OUTPUT.OUTPUT: DISPLAY OF THE INPUTTED VARIABLES.ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccCALL MOVABS(200,300)DRWABS (300,300)CALLCALL ANMODEWRITE (6.1)1 FORMAT (2X.* ACTUAL OUTPUT* ) CALL MOVAdS (200,200)CALL DSHABS (300,200,3)CALL ANMODEWRITE (6. 2)2 FORMAT(2X,*SIMULATED OUTPUT*)C DISPLAY THE OUTPUT DATA IDENTIFICATION UTILIZED. CALL MOVABS (700,270)CALL ANMODE
3
4










SUBROUTINE 0 1SPL<YP IN.YPAX,YM I M ,V M A X 11cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
THIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM OF THE 
INPUT ANO THE OUTPUT DATA.
INPUT:
YP IN ANO VMAX ARE THE MINIMUM ANO THE MAXIMUM OF 
THE OUTPUT.
Y M I M  ANO YNAX1 ARE THE MINIMUM ANO THE MAXIMUM 
OF THE INPIT.
OUTPUT:
DISPLAY THE INPUTTED VARIABLES.cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc




1 FORMAT!* OUTPUT MIN:*»E16.S»3X»*CUTPUT PAX:*,E16.S>
C OISPLAY THE INPUT MINIMUM ANO MAXIMUM.
CALL P C V A B S U O O O . 27001 
CALL ANPOCE 
URITE<«*2> YMIN1.YPAX1















SUBROUTINE DISPLTfH-12.13,IH-15-16.17.18.19-I 10)cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccTHIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS THE INPUT AND THE OUTPUT DATA IDENTIFICATION HEADINGS.INPUT: 11,12.13,IN AND 15 ARE RESPECTIVELY RUN,FILE,CHANNEL NUMBER,NUMBER OF SAMPLES AND THE SAMPLING RATE OF THE OUTPUT.16,17-18,19 AND 110 ARE THE CORRESPONDING VARIABLES FOR THE INPUT.OUTPUT: DISPLAY THE INPUTTED VARIABLES. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CALL TWINDO(0,4095,0,3120)CALL MOVABS(300,300)CALL ANMODEWRITE 16-51 FORMAT {• OUTPUT* ) CALL MOVABS (600,30CALL DRWABS(700-30oj DISPLAY THE OUTPUT DATA IDENTIFICATION UTILISED. CALL ANMODE
1 WRITE 16-1) 11,12,13FORMAT(3X," RUN: * ,14,31, * FILE:" ,1*1,31,* CHANN EL: * , 1*4) CALL MOVABS(2000,300)CALL ANMODE WRITE (6-2) I *4,15FORMAT (3X,1*4,f SAMPLES* , 3X,X*4,CALL MOVABS(300,200) SAHPLES/SEC")CALL ANMODE WRITE|6-6) FORMAT {• INPUT")CALL HdVABS(600,200)CALL DSHABS (700, 200,3)DISPLAY THE INPUT DATA IDENTIFICATION UTILIZED. CALL ANMODE WRITE (6-3) 16-17-18 3 FORMAT f JX," RUN: f - 1*1 - 3X CALL MOVABS(2000,200)CALL ANMODE WRITE (6-*4) 19-110*4 FORMAT (3X, 1*4, f SAMPLES*RETURN END














SUBROUTINE DSP{K,Q.RV.A-I)CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC THIS SUBROUTINE IS UTILIZED IN THE MLE ROUTINE TO DISPLAY SOME VARIABLES OF INTEREST.INPUT: K,FV,A AND L ARE RESPECTIVELY THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS-THE OUTPUT VARIANCE.THE ACCURACY AND THE SIGNAL RECORD LFNGTH.0 IS THE PARANETERS ESTIMATES AND RESIDUALS PARAMETERS MATRIX.OUTPUT: DISPLAY THE INPUTTED VARIABLES.ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccDIMENSION Qf6)C DISPLAY THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS.CALL MOVABS(3050,2200)CALL ANMODE WRITE (6,1) K1 FORMAT-MX* ITER: • ,IU)C DISPLAY THE OUTPUT VARIANCE.CALL MOVABS(3050*2100)CALL ANMODE WRITE<6,2) RV2 FORMAT MX,* VARIANCE:* , E14.7)A*ABS (A)C DISPLAY THE ACCURACY.CALL MOVABS(3 050 - 200 0)CALL ANMODE WRITE 16.3) A3 FORMAT(IX.*PRECISION:•.E1N.7)C DISPLAY THE PARAMETERS ESTIMATFS.CALL MOVABS(3050,1900)CALL ANMODEWRITE (6-U) Qf 1) , Qf2)4 FORMAT MX.* A7=* .F9.5.2X, * A2=* ,F9.5)CALL MOVABS(3050,1800)CALL ANMODE
C DISPLAY THE RESIDUALS PARAMETERS.CALL MOVABS (3050, 1700)CALL ANMODE WRITE (6. 6) Q(5),Q(6)6 FORMAT (1X,*CT=* ,F9.5.2X, *C2=* ,F9.5)C DISPLAY THE RECORD LENGTH.CALL MOVABS(3050,1600)CALL ANMODE WRITE (6.7)L7 FORMAT (IX,•RECORD LENGTH:*,13)RETURN END












SUBROUTINE ERRORfY.Y1,LI,L2.B.E.K)ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccTHIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SELECTED OUTPUT ERROR,INPUT: Y AND T1 ARE RESPECTIVELY THE ACTUAL AND THE SIMULATED OUTPUT DATA.L1 AND L2 ARE THE SAMPLE SPACE BOUNDARIES.B IS AN ARBITRARY VALUE OF THE ACTUAL OUTPUT BELOV WHICH THE NORMALIZED SQUARE AND ABSOLUTE OUTPUT ERROR WILL NOT BE COMPUTED.FT TS THE OUTPUT ERROR SELECTION.OUTPUT: E IS THE COMPUTED ERROR.ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccDIMENSION Y (1000) ,Y1 (1000)E-0.C SELECT THE OUTPUT ERROR FUNCTION.IF (K-1) 9.4, 10C COMPUTE THE NORMALIZED SQUARE OUTPUT ERROR.9 DO 1 I=L1,L2 A=Y Cl)
GO TO 8C COMPUTE THE ABSOLUTE OUTPUT ERROR 
U DO 2 J=L1, L2








SUBROUTINE FRAMEfMl)CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC THIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS THE BACKGROUND GRID. C C INPUT: C C H1 DETERMINES WHETHER THE X-AXIS UNITS ARE TO BE C C DISPLAYED IN THE BOTTOM OR IN THE TOP OF THE C C GRID* C C OUTPUT: C C DISPLAY THE GRID. CccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccC DRAW THE HORIZONTAL LINES.CALL MOVABS(975.500)CALL DSHABS(3000,500,3)K1=700DO 1 11=1.5CALL MOVABS(975.K1)CALL DSHABS(3000,Kl,3)K1=K1*200CALL MOVABS (3000,K 1)CALL DSHABS(975,K1,3)K1=K1*2001 CONTINUEC DRAW THE VERTICAL LINES.IP (M1.EQ.1) GO TO 2C THE Y-AXIS RANGE IS NOT EXCLUSIVELY NEGATIP.K5=i*75 K6=2500 GO TO 4C THE Y-AXIS RANGE IS EXCLUSIVELY NEGATIF.2 K5=500 K6=25254 CALL MOVABS(1000,K5)CALL DSHABS{1000,K6,3)K4=1200DO 3 1=1.5CALL MOVABS(K4,K5)CALL DSHABS (K4,K6, 3)K*=K4««200CALL MOVABS (K4,K6)CALL DSHABS (K4,K5,3)







SUBROUTINE FSCALEI Y M A X . Y L E Mcccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE Y-AXIS RANGE TEAT HAS TO BE 
A POWER OF TEN ANC CALLS FCP ANOTHER SUBROUTINE THAT 
WILL BE OESCRIBEO LATER*
INPUT x
VMAX IS THE PAX INUN ABSOLUTE VALUE CF THE OUTPUT 
OATA*
OUTPUTS
YLEN IS THE Y-AXIS RANGE*
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 






1 Y L E N * 1C***11A I












SUBROUTINE FSDISP(ItK)cccccccccccccccccccccccCccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccTHIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS SONE DESCRIPTIF HEADINGS FOP CTHE FREQUENCY SPECTRUM ROUTINE, CINPUT: CI IS THE SIGNAL SAMPLE SPACE* K IS THE WINDOW CFUNCTION SELECTION* COUTPUT: CDISPLAY DESCRIPTIF HEADINGS* CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CALL HOTABS (1000,1900)CALL ANMODE
1 WRITE 16 1)FORMAT (* SPECTRUM OF THE UNWINDOWED SIGNAL’) CALL MOVABS (1200,1800)---  “RHODE
#f2ljp tOVABS (1






IFJK-11 ^ 5 , 6
PECTRUH OF THE HANNING WINDOWED SIGNAL’) 
PECTRUM OF THE BLACKMAN WINDOWED SIGNAL’)













SUBROUTINE FSDRAW(X.Y.Y1.L,N.ORG.BESTcccccccccccccccccccccccTHIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS THE SIGNAL FREQUENCY SPECTRUN ININPUT:
YLEN cccccccccccUNWTNDOWED AND WINDOWED TWO DIFFERENT SYSTEM AXIS.
OUTPUT:
X IS THE TIME DATA MATRIX. Y AND Yl ARE THE UNWINDOWED AND THE WINDOWED SIGNAL FREQUENCY SPECTRUM SAMPLES DATA MATRICES.N IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES.L IS THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES IN THE TRUNCATED SIGNAL.ORG AND DEST ARE THE X-AXTS BOUNDARIES.YLEN IS THE Y-AXIS RANGE.
THE AXIS BOUNDARIES. 
HAVE BEEN
SPECTRUM.
DISPLAY BOTH FREQUENCY SPECTRUMS. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC DIMENSION X (NKT (N) ,Y1 (N)













SUBROUTINE FSUNIT (X1,X2,Y1,Y2)ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccTHIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS THE X-AXIS,THE Y-AXIS AND THEIR CORRESPONDING SCALING UNITS,INPUT: X1 AND X2 ARE THE X-AXIS RANGE.Y1 AND Y2 APE THE Y-AXTS RANGE,OUTPUT: DISPLAY BOTH AXIS AND THEIR SCALING UNITS, cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc c DISPLAY BOTH AXIS,MOVABS{3000 ,2 100) DRW ABS 1000,2 100j DRW ABS 1 GOO,3100i MOV ABS(3000*550) DRW ABS '1000,5501 DRW ABS i 1000 , 15501
C
CALL CALL CALL CALL CALL CALLCOMPUTE THE T-A*TS A= (Y2-Y1) /10 B=JX2-Xl[/10 DISPLAY SCALING UNIT K=2100 K 1 = 2000 K2=900 1=0» X3=X1
Y3=Y 1DO 1 J=1,11 CALL MOVABS(700,K) CALL ANMODE WRITE (6,2) Y3 ! FORM AT (r8,1)K=K*1O0 Y 3=Y3«- A I CONTINUEDO 3 J1=1.11 CALL MOVAfiS (K2,K 1) CALL ANMODE WRITE 16, X3 FORMAT (F6.1) K2=K2+200 X3=X3+B t CONTINUEIF (I,EQ. 1) GO TO 6 INI
 AND THE X-AXIS INCREMENTAL UNIT
FOR THE ABOVE AXIS,
DISPLAY SCAL G UNIT FOR THE BELOW AXIS, 






SUBROUTINE LEAST (Y , W, N4 ,EIN V.R . L 1)ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccC THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE LEAST SQUARE PARAMETERS C ESTIMATES.C INPUT:C T AND N ARE RESPECTIVELY THE OUTPUT AND THEC INPUT DATA MATRICES.L1AND N4 ARE THE SIGNALSAMPLE SPACE.C OUTPUT:C EINV IS THE MATRIX P DESCRIBED IN CHAPTER 2.C R IS THE PARAMETERS ESTIMATES MATRIX.ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccDIMENSIONDIMENSION DIMENSION X 1=L1♦2K2=3C FORM MATRICES DO 6 A
1000) .Y1 (1000) ,W( 1000) .A (1000) ,B 11000. A) 4*1000) *3(4) *E{4,4) ,EINV(4*4| ,«KAREA(40)
BBBB
I=K1, N4 K2-2)=Y(I) K2-2;i)*TfI-1J
Y AND H OF EQUATION 14.











SUBROUTINE LEASTQ (Y.Y1-W-NU-EINV-R-L1)ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccTHIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE LEAST SQUARE PARAMETERS ESTIMATES AND THE SIMULATED OUTPUT,INPUTS Y AND N ARE RESPECTIVELY THE OUTPUT AND THE INPUT DATA MATRICES,L1 AND N4 ARE THE SIGNAL SAMPLE SPACE.OUTPUT: ETNV IS THE P MATRIX THAT IS DESCRIBED IN CHAPTER 1.R IS THE PARAMETERS ESTIMATES MATRIX.Y1 IS THE SIMULATED OUTPUT.ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccDIMENSION Yf 1000| rY1(1000l #W(10T>0) .Af 1000) ,B{1000,4)
SJ252II2? ,w k a rAa (4°) ,f {4>DIMENSION D(4#1000)K1=L1♦2N2=3FORM MATRICES Y AND DO 6 I=K1,N4 A{K2-2)-Y (I)




K2-2,1)=Y K2-2r2)=Y K2-2,3)=W K2— 2. 4)_ 1C2* i6 CONTINUE K3=N4—L1— 1 FORM THE MATRIX DO 3 J— 1,4 DO 4 K— 1, K 3
u3 CONTINUECOMPUTE THE PARAMETERS ESTIMATES MATRIX FROM CALL VMULFF{D,B,4,K3,4,4,1000,E,4,TER1)ID GT — 0CALL LINV2F{E,4,U,EINV , IDGT.WKAREA,IER2) CALL VMULFF (D.A,4 -K3,1,4,1000-F-4.IER3) CALL VMULFF(EINV,F,4,4,1,4,4,R,I,IER4)
n o - P s *  *3»«» (iifK2-L1 ♦ 1
DO (52l-K‘|1{f4Yl L^l) ** (3) (K2) ♦* (*») ** (Li)
EQUATION 14.
















SUBRQU?INE MATCHIX *XMIN.XMAX.N.L1 2 )cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SAMPLE SPACE BOUNDARIES CF 
THE TRUNCATED SIGNAL.
INPUTS
X IS THE TIME DATA MATR IX*N IS THE TOTAL NUMBER 
OF SAMPLE S*XMIN *XMAX ARE THE TIME eCUNCARIES CF 
THE TRUNCATED SIGNAL*
OUTPUTS
LI *L2 ARE THE SAMPLE SPACE ECUNCARIES*cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
DIMENS ICN X IN Ic DETERMINE THE LONER SAMPLE SPACE 8CUNCARY*
Ll*i
1 IF€AfiSIX<Ll>-XMIN!*LE.O.OOOOll GO TO 2 
L1*L1♦1
GO TO 1
C DETERMINE THE UPPER SAMPLE SPACE BOUNDARY.
2 L 2 = L 1♦1
3 IF(ABSIX(L2I— XMAX)*LE.Q*CCC01) GC TO A 
L2*L2*1









SUBROUTINE READ(X,Y,Y1.N-C)cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccTHIS SUBROUTINE HEADS THE INPUT AND THE OUTPUT DATA FROM TITO DATA FILES,INPUT:
OUTPUT
N IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES.C IS THE PERIOD.
Y#Y1 AND X ARE RESPECTIVELY THE OUTPUT,THE INPUT AND THE TIME DATA MATRICES.cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccDIMENSION X (N)r Y (N) , Y1 (N)L=N-“ 1C FORM THE OUTPUT DATA MATRIX.DO 1READ (5.*) AlfA2# A3r AU,AS
[J + 2) =A3 

















SUBROUTINE ROOT(A,T)CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES AND DISPLAYS THE POLES AND THE ZERO LOCATIORS.TT DISPLAYS SOME OTHER DESCRIPTIF HEADINGS AS HELL.
INPUTS A IS THE PARAMETERS ESTIMATES MATRIX.T IS THE PERIOD.OUTPUT: DISPLAY THE POLES-ZERO LOCATIONS AND SOME DESCRIPTIF HEADINGS, ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
ZERO* (ElfrB2*E3) /E4 RPOLE*—RPOLE ZERO*—ZEROC DISPLAY THE POLES-ZERO LOCATIONS.CALL MOVABS(3950,2500)CALL ANHODE WRITEJ6.2)2 FORMAT |f COMPLEX PAIR OF POLES ARE:*) CALL HOVABSf3050,2400)CALL ANHODEWRITE (6, 3) R POLE, POL El M3 FORMAT flX,F9. 4.2X.F12.5)CALL MOVABS(3050,2300)CALL ANMODEWRITE 16. 4) ZERO 4 FORMAT f* ZERO:* , FI 1. 4)GO TO 10C COMPUTE THE REAL POLES.1 B3= (Ml) ♦SORT (DET) ) /2
‘ ^11/2
*  A f 1)B4= ( A ( if —SQRT (DET) IF fB3.LT. O..OR.B4. LT.0.) GO TO 9 POtE1*-(ALOG (B3) /T)POLE 2*—J A LOG (B4) /T)B5*B4—B3B6=(114}*(POLB1-POIB2) )/» 3)E7=|B4*pOLB1|— (B3*POLe2j C COHPUTE THE ZEHO-ZBRO= (E6*B7) /ES POLE1*—POIE1 P0LE2=—P01B2 ZERO39—ZEROC DISPLAY THE POLES-ZERO LOCATIONS.CALL HOYABS(3050,2500)CALL ANMODE WR ITE (6,5) POLE 1,POLE2 5 FORMAT I* POLE12•,F7.3,3X,•POLE2:«,F7.3) CALL MOVABS(3050,2400)CALL ANHODE WRITBJ6.6) ZERO 6 FORMAT ff ZERO:* ,F1 1. 4)GO TO 109 CALL MOVABS(3050,2500)CALL ANHODE
710







SUBROUTINE SEARCHfXflAX,YHIN.YMAX-H)ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccBOTH AXIS AND DETERHINES IS EXCLUSIVELY NEGATIF OR NOT,THIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS WHETHER THE Y-AXIS RANGEINPUT:
OUTPUT:
XHAX IS THE UPPER THIN AND YHAX ARE BOTH SIGNALS,
TIHE BOUNDARY OF BOTH SIGNALS, THE HININUH AND THE HAXIHUH OF
H IS THE Y-AXIS SELECTION,ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccIFfYHAX.GT.0-.AND,THIN,L? IF fYHAX,GT.0,,AND,THIN.EQ IF(YHAX,LE,0,.AND,YHIN,LT
.0,) , 0 .) • 0,f
GO TO 1 GO TO 2 GOTO 3C Y-AXIS INCLUDES POSITIF AND NEGATIF VALUES.1 IFfABS (YHAX) -ABS (YHIN) ) 4,5,54 YHAX —— Y HIN5 CALL HOVABSf1000,500)DRWABS (1000,2500) HOVABSMOOO,1500)DRWABS (3000, 1500)
CALL CALL CALL N=0 GO TO 6 Y-AXIS RANGE 2 CALL CALL
IS EXCLUSIVELY HOVABS (3000,500) DRWABS(1000,5001
POSITIF.








SUBROUTINE WDISPfHl)ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccC THIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS WHICH WINDOW FUNCTION HAS C C BEEN UTILIZED. CC INPUT: CC H1 IS THE WINDOW FUNCTION SELECTION. CC OUTPUT: CC DISPLAY THE CORRESPONDING WINDOW CC FUNCTION UTILIZED- CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CALL NOTABS(1500,C SELECT THE WINDOW FU IF f H 1—1) 1.2,31 CALL ANHODE WRITEf6. *4)l* FORMAT f* HANNING GO TO 72 CALL ANHODE WRITE (6.5)5 FORHAT(* BLACKMAN WINDOW USED’)GO TO 73 CALL ANHODE WHITE (6. 6)6 FORMAT (• BARTLETT WINDOW USED*)7 RETURN ENDSUBROUTINE WDRAWfX,Y,Y1.L1,L2.N.ORG.DEST,H,YLEN) CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC C THIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS THE ACTUAL AND THE SIMULATED INPUT: X AND Y ARE RESPECTIVELY THE TIM E,THE ACTUAL OUTPUT AND THE SIMULATED OUTPUT DATA MATRICES.L1 AND L2 ARE THE SAMPLE SPACE.N IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES.ORG AND DEST ARE THE X-AXIS RANGE BOUNDARIES-YLEN IS THE ABSOLUTE UPPER Y—AXIS RANGE BOUNDARY-M IS THE Y-AXIS SELECTION-OUTPUT: DISPLAY THE ACTUAL AND THE SIMULATED OUTPUT. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC DIMENSION X{N| ,Y (N) ,Y1(N)C DEFINE THE SCREEN WINDOW.CALL TWINDOf1000-3000.500.2S00)C HATCH THE SCREEN WINDOW BOUNDARIES TO THE SELECTED C TYPE OF AXIS RANGE BOUNDARIES.IFfM-1) 1,2,31 CALL DWINDO(ORG,DEST,—YLEN,YLEN)GO TO U2 CALL DWINDO(ORG,DEST,0.,YLEN)GO TO 43 CALL DWINDO(ORG.DEST,-YLEN,0.)C DISPLAY THE ACTUAL OUTPUT.* CALL HOVE A (X(L1) , Y (L 1) ) i 2=in iDO 5 1=12.L2
5 CONTINUEC DISPLAY THE SIHULATED OUTPUT.CALL HOVE A (I f L1) , Y 1 (L1) )DO 6 J=I2fL2










SUBROUTINE WDRAW {X ,Y, Y 1 -L1,L2,N,ORG, DEST - H, YLEN) CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC THIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS THE ACTUAL AND THE SIMULATED OUTPUT,INPUT: X AND I ARE RESPECTIVELY THE TIME.THE ACTUAL OUTPUT AND THE SIHULATED OUTPUT DATA MATRICES.L 1 AND L2 ARE THE SAMPLE SPACE.N IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES,ORG AND DEST ARE THE X-AXIS RANGE BOUNDARIES,YLEN IS THE ABSOLUTE UPPER Y— AXIS RANGE BOUNDARY.M IS THE Y-AXIS SELECTION.OUTPUTS DISPLAY THE ACTUAL AND THE SIHULATED OUTPUT. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC DIMENSION X (N) * Y (N% ,Y 1 f N)C DEFINE THE SCREEN WINDOW.CALL TWINDOVIOOO,3000,500.2500)C MATCH THE SCREEN WINDOW BOUNDARIES TO C TYPE OF AXIS RANGE BOUNDARIES,IF |H— 1) 1,2,31 CALL DWINDO"GO TO 42 CALL DWINDO<OBG,DEST,0,,YLEN)GO TO 43 CALL DWINDOfOBG,DEST,-YLEN,0. )C DISPLAY THE ACTUAL OUTPUT,4 CALL MOVE A {X (LI) , Y { L )I2=L1*1 DO 5 1=12,L2c CALL DRAWX(Xd) ,Y(I))5 CONTINUEC DISPLAY THE SIHULATED OUTPUT,CALL HOVE A (X(L1),Y1(L1))DO 6 J=I2,L2














AL RECORD LENGTH IS EVEN.
SUBROUTINE WINDOtY,D,N,L1-L2,«1)ccccccccccccccccccccccCccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccTHIS SUBROUTINE WINDOWS THE OUTPUT AND THE INPUT SIGNALS BY A SELECTED WINDOW FUNCTION*INPUTS Y AND D ARE THE OUTPUT AND THE INPUT DATA SIGNALS* L 1 AND L2 ARE THE SAMPLE SPACE*N IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES*M1 IS THE WINDOW FUNCTION SELECTION*OUTPUT: Y AND D ARE THE WINDOWED OUTPUT AND INPUT DATA SIGNALS.cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccDIMENSION YfNl,D(N*C MAKE SURE THAT THE SIGN L3=L2-L1B=AMOD (FLOAT (L3) .2.)IF(B* EQ.0*) GO TO 10 L2=L2*1 
10 1= 0C SELECT THE WINDOW FUNCTION.IF { M 1 — 1) 1-2-3C COMPUTE THE HANNING WINDOWED SIGNALS.1 DO U J=L1.L2|=-5 * { 1^C6S ( (6. 2 8 3 1 * I) / t L 2-L 1 m  y m  =? (J) ♦a D(J)=D (J| *A 1=1*14 CONTINUE GO TO 9C COMPUTE THE BLACKMAN WINDOWED SIGNALS*
2 1=0DO 5 J1=L1-L2A=. 42-.5*COSf I6« 2831*1) /IL2-L1) )A=A*.08*COS f ( 12.5663*1) /{L2-L1) )Y(J1)=Y(J1)*A D [J 1i =D (J 1) * A 1=1*15 CONTINUE GO TO 9C COMPUTE THE BARTLETT WINDOWED SIGNALS.3 1=0L4= (L2-L1) /2 DO 6 J 2= L 1 , L 2 IP(I-LU) 8 - 8# 7 A={2.*I) /(L2-L1)GO TO 1187 
1 1









AND CCCCCCCCCCCCC THE MAXIMUM
THE
SUBROUTINE WRANGE CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCiTHIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE MINIMUM OF BOTH INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA SIGNALS.INPUT: Y AND Y1 ARE THE OUTPUT AND THE INPUT DATA SIGNALS.L1 AND L2 ARE THE SAMPLE SPACE.N IS TOTAL NUMBER OF SAMPLES.OUTPUTS YMIN AND YHAX ARE THE MINIMUM AND THE MAXIMUM OF THE INPUT AND THE OUTPUT, cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc DIMENSION Y{N),Y1(N)YMIN=Y --l=Y{L1) [=Y (L1) n=Yl (L 1)YHAX-YMIN1 1 f] YHAX1=Y1 (L1)K= L1 «■ 1 DETERMINE THE OUTPUT AND THE INPUT MINIMUMS.
2,3,3
ari#iYMIN 1)YMlN 1== Y1 (I)CONTINUEDETERMINE THE OUTPUT DO 5 J=K.L2 6,6,7
AND THE INPUT MAXIHUMS.










SUBROUTINE WSCALEfXHIN.XHAX.YMAX,H.ORG,DEST*YLEN1 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE Y-AXIS RANGE THAT HAS TO BE A POWER OP TEN AND THE X-AXIS THAT HAS TO BE AN INTEGER, THIS SUBROUTINE CALLS TWO OTHER SUBROUTINES,INPUT: XHIN AND XHAX ARE THE TIME BOUNDARIES OP THE TRUNCATED SIGNAL* YHAX IS THE ABSOLUTE HAXINUH OF BOTH DISPLAYED OUTPUT,H IS THE Y-AXIS SELECTION,OUTPUT: ORG AND DEST ARE THE X-AXIS RANGE,YLEN THE ABSOLUTE UPPER BOUNDARY OF THE Y-AXIS, CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC C DETERMINE THE Y-AXIS RANGE.IF(YHAX.LT,1,1 GO TO 1 A*ALOG10 fYHAX)IA*IFIX(A!IFfA-IA) 2 t 2, 33 YLEN*10.**(IA*1)N1— 0GO TO 102 YLEN*10. ** (I A)H 1*0GO TO 101 A1 = ALOG10 (YHAX)IF (A 1, GT.-1, “IF A1.GT.-2.IF A1.GT.-3.IF A1.GT.-4.CALL HOT ABS (CALL ANHODE WRITE(6f 20)20 FORHATj* Y- GO TO 144 YLEN* 1 •GO TO 95 YLEN*. 1 GO TO 96 YLEN*.01 GO TO 97 YLEN*.0019 N 1= 1C DETERHINB THE X-AXTS BOUNDARIES,10 IXHIN*IFIX (XHIN)IXHAX*IFIXiXHIX)ORG*FLOATflTHIN)IF(XHAX—IXHAX) 13r13,1413 DEST*XHAX GO TO 15DEST=FLOAT(IXMAX) M
500 * 1500)
AXIS RANGE IS TOO SHALL*)




































X # Y i DATA
SUBROUTINE YDRAW (X.Y,Y1,K,N,X1,12,Y3.Y4.YS.X2)ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccTHIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS THE INPUT AND THE OUTPUT DATA SIGNALS,INPUT AND Y1 ARE THE TIME,THE OUTPUT ANO THE INPUT MATRICES,K AND N ARE THE SAMPLE SPACE.X2 AND X1 ARE THE TIME BOUNDARIES OF BOTH SIGNALS. Y3,Y2 AND Y5,Y4 ARE THE OUTPUT RANGE AND THE INPUT RANGE.OUTPUT: DISPLAY OF THE OUTPUT AND THE INPUT DATA SIGNALS.ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccDIMENSION X^N) jY^N^Yl (N)c DEFINE THE SCRE^
CC
CALL TWINDO(1000-3000-500.2500)
m m  WINDOW BOUNDARIES TO THE OUTPUT AXIS
CC
MATCH THE SCREEN BOUNDARIES.CALL DWINDO (X2,X 1, Y3, Y2) DISPLAY THE OUTPUT SIGNAL.CALL HOVEA (X (K) , Y (K| )1 1DO 1 1=11 f NCALL DRAW A (X(I) , Y (I) )1 CONTINUEMATCH THE SCREEN WINDOW BOUNDARIES BOUNDARIES.CALL DWINDO(X2,X1,Y5,Y4) DISPLAY THE INPUT SIGNAL.CALL WOYEA (X{K) ,Y1 (K| )DO 2 J=I1#N
0 2£SHA(I{J) rYl (j) ,*)2 CONTINUE RETURN END











X MINI ccccccccccccccccccccccccccBACKGROUND GRID FOR THE SCALING UNITS.
TINE BOUNDARIES OF BOTH
GRID AND THE X-AXIS
















LSE: LEAST SQUARES PARAMETER ESTIMATION ROUTINE
90
Description:
The purpose of this routine is to perform a least 
squares parameter estimation of a second-order transfer 
function and a simulation of the output by utilizing the 
determined parametric model. This routine assures the 
display of the actual and the simulated output on the 
same system axis and of other quantities such as the pole- 
zero locations, the square output error, the sample space 
record length and the headings as shown in the considered 
example. The input variables in this routine are the 
time boundaries of the truncated part that are xmin and 
xmax and the window function selection Ml. This routine 
utilizes the following miscellaneous subroutines:
READ AVERAG MATCH WINDO LEASTG WRANGE SEARCH WSCALE
WDRAW ROOT DISP WDISP
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CALL INITT (960) DIMENSION XMOOO) DIMENSION EINV ' CALL TEHH(3,40 CALL CHESIZ(U) OUTPUT AND








READ THE  THE INPUT DATA READ (5,*) IA,IB.IC,ID,IE READ(7,*) TA1,IB1,IC1,ID1,IE1 N^ IDCOMPUTE THE PERIOD,C=1./IEREAD THE OUTPUT AND THE INPUT CALL READfX,Y,Y2,N,C)COMPUTE THE OUTPUT AND THE INPUT ARITHMETICAND THE NEW OUTPUT AND INPUT DATA MATRICES,CALL AVERAG(Y,Y2,N)DEFINE TIME BOUNDARIES AND WINDOW FUNCTION SELECTION(X BEING A VARIABLE),M1=XXHIN=XXHAX=XDETERMINE THE CORRESPONDING SAMPLE SPACE BOUNDARIES, CALL MATCH (X.XHIN.XMAX-N-L1,L2)COMPOTE THE WINDOWED OUTPUT AND INPl CALL WINDO (Y.Y2,N,L1,L2,H11 ►UT DATA MATRICES,DETERMINE THE LeUs t'sftuApE PARAMETERS ESTIMATESCOMPUTE THE CALLCOMPUTE THE THE ACTUAL AND CALL WRANGE CALL SEARCH CALL WSCALE DISPLAV THE ACT
SIHULATED OUTPUT DATA MATRIX, ANDLEASTQfY,Yl,Y2,L2,EINV,R,L1)REQUIRED VARIABLES IN ORDER TO DISPLAYHE SIHULATED OUTPUT. TiY1*w*L*H*N#*HAX,Ll *1-2}XHAX,YHIN,YHAX,!!)-- N,XHAX,Y MAX,M,ORG,DEST,YLEN)AND THE SIMULATED OUTPUT.XHI  ALCALL WDRAW (X,Y,Y1,L1,L2,N,ORG,DEST,M,YLEN) E=0.DO 10 I=L1,L2
,o s m ? ' 1'1” **1"C COMPUTE AND DISPLAY POLE-ZERO LOCATIONS.CALL ROOT{P,ClC DISPLAY PARAMETERS ESTIMATES.CALL MOVABS (3050,2200)CALL ANHODEWRITE (6.6) R (1> ,R(216 FORMAT M X  • A1=* .F9.5.2X,’ A 2=’ , F9. 5)CALL HOVABS(3050,2100)CALL ANMODE WRIYEJ6.7) R #31 ,RftM7 FORMAT MX,’ B(M . F9.5.2X,’ B1=’ ,F9. 5)CALL HOVABS (1550,2800)CALL ANHODE WRITE (6,8)8 FORM AT (IX, • LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATION’)C DISPLAY SQUARE OUTPUT ERROR.CALL MOVABS(1350,2700)CALL ANHODE WRITE (6,11)EIX, * SQUARE OUTPUT ERROR:*,E14.7)PUT DATA IDENTIFICATION.CALL DISP(IA,IB,IC-ID,IE)C DISPLAY WINDOW FUNCTION UTILIZED.CALL WDISP (H1)L-L2—L1*1C DISPLAY SIGNAL RECORD LENGTH.CALL MOVABS(3050,2000)CALL ANMODE WRITEf6,9) L9 FORMAT (IX,•RECORD LENGTH:’ 13)CALL FlMITT(0,0)END
11 FORMAT C DISPLAY OU
92
APPENDIX C




The purpose of this routine is to perform a recursive 
least squares parameter estimation and a simulation of 
the output by utilizing the model. The starting batch 
number is one fifth of the truncated and windowed part 
sample space. It assures the display of the actual and 
simulated output on the same graph and other quantities 
such as parameters estimates, pole-zero locations, number 
of iteration, starting batch number, selected output error 
and some headings. This routine utilizes the IMSL sub­
routine VMULFF and the following miscellaneous subroutines 
READ AVERAG MATCH WINDO LEAST ERROR WRANGE SEARCH 
WSCALE WDRAW ROOT YDISP WDISP DISP 
The input variables in this routine are the time 
boundaries of the truncated part that are xmin and xmax, 
the window function selection Ml and the output error
function kerr.
94
T (96 0)X(10t>0), 1(100 0) -YS J10001 -Q (4) .R{4) 





CALL INTT 0DIMENSION MOOO DIMENSION DIHENSIOK CALL TERH CALL CHRSlZPEAD OUTPUT AND INPUT DATA IDENTIFICATION.READ€5,*) IA.TB.IC,ID#IE R EAD{7,*) IA1,IB1,IC1,ID1,IE1 N—IDCOHPUTE THE PERIOD AND SET INITIAL ERROR.C=1./IE BFRO-100000.B— . 001DEFINE WINDOW FUNCTION.OUTPUT ERROR SELECTION AND TINE BOUNDARIESfX BEING A VARIABLE).H1=XKERft=XXHIN=XXMAX=XREAD OUTPUT AND INPUT DATA MATRICES.CALL READ (X,Y,U.N,C)COHPUTE THE INPUT AND OUTPUT ARITHMETIC AVERAGES AND THE NEW INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA HATRICES.CALL AVERAG(Y.U.N)DETERHINE THE CORRESPONDING SAHPLE SPACE BOUNDARIES AND COHPUTE THE WINDOWED INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA HATRICES.CALL H ATCH fX# XHIN.XMAX,N.L1,L2)CALL WINDOCY.U.N,Ll,L2rHI)COHPUTE THE STARTING BATCH NUMBER.A= (L2-L1)/5 KA=IFIX_m AB=FLOAT f KA)IF(A-AR) 1.1,2 NS=KA* HLl GO TO 3 NS=KA£L1COHPUTE TfcE INITIAL PARAHETERS ESTIHATES AND P MATRIX.CALL LEAST (Y,U,NS,EINV,R*L1) DO 4 K5= 1.4
CONTINUE N1=NS*1 FORM H MATRIX AND DO 37 K= N1.L 2 ITS TRANSPOSE.
CC COMPUTE EQUATION CALL CALL
PARAMETERS ESTIMATES MATRIX FROM
P*H.4,4*1,4,4,A1.4,IER1)“ ,A1, 1,4,1,1,4,A2,1,IER2)
24.THULFF VMULFF A2=1/(UA2*DO 7 K2= 1,4 S (K21=A1 (K2) *A2 CONTINUECALL VMULFF(HT,Q,1,4,I,1,4,A3, 1,IER3) A 3=1 fK)~A3 DO 8 13=1.4A4 (K3) =S (&3J * A3
CALL VHUIFFIHT.P, 1,«,A5,1,IER4)
CK IX . VHDLFF (S,&5. U , 1 , H, H , 1, A 6,4 , IRB5)
95
C UPDATE THE P MATRIX.DO 9 K4=1C4 DO 10 K5=1,4,o c.S5Ti«ol*i'<'*-,''i’'*6<"*-''5’9 CONTINUEC COMPUTE THE SIMULATED OUTPUT.TS ft 1) =Q (3) ♦U«L1) TSjLU1)=Q{t) *TS(L1) *Q (3) •»S”L 1^2DO 11 J 1=LS-L2 ♦0 {L1 ♦ 1) +Q (4) *U(L1)
?i Jr jv,si-2>,r,s ^ ,3’*° «j ’»CONTINUE11C COMPOTE THE SELECTED OUTPUT ERROR.CALL ERROR(Y,IS,L1,L2,B,ERR1,KERR)DIFF=ERR1-ERwO IFJDIFF-0.) 12,37,37C STORE THE PARAMETERS ESTIMATES THAT YIELD TO THE LEAST C OUTPUT ERROR.
12
14
DO 14 J 2=1-4




15 DISPLAYCONTINUECOMPUTE THE REQUIRED VATIABLES IN ORDER TO THE ACTUAL AMD SIMULATED OUTPUT.CALL WRANGE{Y,YS,N,YMTN,YHAX,L1,L2)CALL SEARCHfXHAX,YNIN,YHAX*H)CALL WSCALE{XMIN, XMAX.YHAX,H,ORG, DEST,YLEN) DISPLAY ACTUAL AND SIMULATED OUTPUT.CALL WDRAW(X,Y,YS,L1,L2.N,0RG,DEST.M.YLEN) COMPUTE AND DISPLAY THE PARAMETERS ESTIMATES. CALL ROOT(R,C)L = L 2 - i mDISPLAY DESCRIPTIF HEADINGS.NS=NS-LW1CALL YDISP(BcERRO,ICNT,KERR,L, NS)CALL WDlSPfHi)CALL DISP fIACIB. IC.ID, IE)CALL HOVABS(1500,2900)CALL ANMODE WRITEJ6.16)16 FORMAT?* RECURSIVE LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATION*) CALL FlNITT(0,0)END
96
APPENDIX D
MLE: MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD PARAMETER ESTIMATION
97
Description:
The purpose of this routine is to perform a maximum 
likelihood parameter estimation and a simulation of the 
output by utilizing the model. The starting parameter 
estimates are the ones determined by a least squares 
estimation routine plus five percent. The initial resi­
duals parameters are zero. This routine assures the 
display of:
1. The actual and the simulated output on the same 
graph.
2. The parameter estimates.
3. The output variance.
4. The accuracy given by (R - R )/R .
5. The pole-zero locations.
6. The number of iterations necessary to achieve an
- 4accuracy of less than 10 (the maximum allowable 
number of iterations has been set arbitrarily by 
the author to one thousand).
7. The square output error computed for the sake of 
comparison with the two other parameters estima­
tion routines.
8. Descriptive headings.
This routine calls for the following miscellaneous 
subroutines:
READ AVERAG MATCH WINDO LEAST WRANGE SEARCH WSCALE
WDRAW ROOT DSP WDISP DISP
98
The listing of these subroutines can be found in 
Appendix A. The input variables in this routine are the 
time boundaries of the truncated part xmin, xmax and 






CALL INITT(96 0)DIMENSION X (1000) ,1(100 0) , YS (100 0) - U ( 1000) , V (1000) DIMENSION Z (1000.6), DL(6| , DQ (6) ,R (6) ,Q (6)CALL TERM(3,4095)CALL CHRSIZ(4)READ OUTPUT AND INPUT DATA IDENTIFICATION.READ (5,*)IAcIB,IC,ID,IE READ (7,*) IA1,IB1,IC1,ID1„IE1 N=IDCOMPOTE THE PERIOD AND THE INITIAL VARIANCE TO ZERO.C= 1-/IER V= 0.DEFINE WINDOW FUNCTION SELECTION AND TIME BOUNDARIES (X BEING A VARIABLE).M1=X XMIN=X X H AX—XREAD OUTPUT AND INPUT DATA FILES.CALL READ (X-I,U,N,C1COMPUTE THE OUTPUT AND INPUT ARITHMETIC AVERAGES AND THE NEW OUTPUT AND INPUT DATA MATRIX.CALL AVERAG(Y,U,N)DETERMINE THE CORRESPONDING SAMPLE SPACE BOUNDARIES AND COMPUTE THE WINDOWED OUTPUT AND INPUT DATA MATRIX.CALL HATCH(X,XMIN-XMAX,N-L1,L2)CALL WINDO?Y€ U, N . L 1,L2,M1)DEFINE THE INITIAL PARAMETERS ESTIMATES AS THOSE DETERMINED BY THE LEAST SQUARE ESTIMATION PLUS 5* OF THEIR VALUES.CALL LEASTfY,U,L2, EINV,R,L1)DO 1 1= 1.4
INITIAL RESIDUAL PARAMETERS TO ZERO.1SET
8jlj:“:Ni=L2— LI♦1
CC
L3=L2— 2COHPUTE THE ERROR MATRIX FROM EQUATION 26 AND THE OUTPUT VARIANCE FROM EQUATION 34-DO 2 J=L1-L3
jj)=y (j *2)-q <1) *xj $ = v (j 1-Q(5)* u (j =V(J)**2+RV TNUE
Cc
V R2 CO NTRV-RV/N1 L4=L1♦2 L5=L1 + 1 DO 3 K=1#1000 COMPUTE THE SENSITIVITIES TO THE PARAMETERS.Z (LI, 1l=-Y (L 1 ♦ 1)L 1„ 2) =— Y (L 1)L 1 ♦ 1 , 11 =—Y (L1 *-2) —
(J + 1)-Q(2) 
♦1)
♦Y (J) -Q(3) *U (J*2)
OF THE ERRORS WITH RESPECT
L 1 ♦ 1.2) - tU2)-Q(5) *Z(L1, 1) ) =-Y II1*1)-Q (5) *Z (LI,2)L1,3f=-U (L 1 *2) ‘ =-0{LH1)i L H1 + 1,31 =-U (LIO) —Q (5) *Z (L 1,3) 
+ -Q (5) *Z (t1rU)L1,5) =0.L 1,6) = 0.L 1 *• 1,5) =— ? (L1) L !♦ 1 c6j = 0.4 I1=L4,L3IH1J-0 (5) *ZJI1-1. 1)-0<6) *Z I11-2. 1)1 1)-OJ5) *fe|I I- 1,2f -6 (6) j[I 1-2,2f J
itl -8 5 *Z 11-1’,3 11-1,4 11-1,51-:n - i#6,«
-Q-Q 1-2,3} 1 1— 2 ,4} I 1-2,5 11-2,6
100
4 CONTIUOECOHPUTE EQUATIONS 35 AND 37. DDL=0.^DO 5 12=1-6 DLJI2|=V<L1) ♦ZJL1.I2) DDL=Z<Ll,I2)**2*DDL5 CONTINUEDO 6 I3=L5-L3 DO 7 14=1.6DL(I4)=V (i3) *Zf13-14) ♦DL f 14) DDL=ZfI3,I4)♦*2*DDL
8
CONTINUE CONTINUE DO 8 15=1,6 DL (15) =DL (15) /RV CONTINUE DDL=RY/DDLUPDATE PARAHETERS BSTIHATES DO 9 J1= 1-6 DQ IJ1)=DDL*DL IJ1)
FROH EQUATIONS 33.
9 8C COHPUTE THE C VARIANCE- NEW ERROR HATRIX AND UPDATE THE OUTPUT
10
11
T (Ll) =Y (Lf*2)-Q(1)*Y (Ll«-1f-Q{2) *Y (L1)-Q{3) *U(L1*2) V{L1)=VU1)-Qi4> *U (Ll*1)ViL 1 ♦ 1)=T f 1.1 ♦ J) -Qf 1) *Y fil*2)-Q (2) *Y (L1*1)-Qf3) *U (L1»3) 
DO 10 j2—L4jL3
= TjJ2)-Q (5)*b <J2*1)-Qf5) *V (J2-1J-Q *6) (>V(J2) =
A
V|J2 CONT A=RV RV=0-DO 11 J3=L1,L3 RV=VfJ3)**2*RV CONTINUE
[J2»2)[J2— 2)
RV=RV/N1 COHPUTE THE ACCURACY. A= (RV-A) /A IFCOj abs i; .INTINUE 12C COHPUTE 
12
k^-LT--0001) GO TO 
THE SIHULATED OUTPUT.YS (L 1) =Q (3) *U IL 1)YS^1*lj=gjl£*YS (L1) ♦Q (3| *U(L1 ♦ 1) *Q(4)*D (L1)
=Q<1liISR4-1^^|2^*YS(J4-2)^Q(3) *U|J4)(34) ♦Q |4) I)
YS YS13 C01C COHPUTE THE REQUIRED VARIABLES IN ORDER TO DISPLAY C THE ACTUAL AND THE SIHULATED OUTPUT-YHAX.L 1, L2)CALL WRANGE(Y-YS rN-YHIN- - CALL SEARCH#XHAX,YHIN,YHAX.H)CALL WSCALEjXHIN.XHAX,YHAX-fl,ORG,DEST-YLEN) CALL WDRAWJX,Y,YS,L1.L2,N,ORG,DEST,H,YLEN) DO 20 L= 1,4
CoHlN^E*20C COHPUTE AND DISPLAY CALL ROOT(B,C)L=L2-L1*1C DISPLAY DESCRIPTIF HEADINGS. CALL 2s p (k .q .b v,a,l)CALL WDISPlHlj CALL DISP (XA.IB-IC.ID,IE) CALL HOVABS(1550,2800) CALL ANHODE
THE POLES-ZERO LOCATIONS.
WRITE (6-27) 27 FORHAT flX,*E=0. HAXIHUH LIKELIHOOD ESTIHATTON*)
101




FREQUENCY SPECTRUM DISPLAY ROUTINE
103
Description:
The purpose of this routine is to compute and to 
display the frequency spectrum of the unwindowed, trun­
cated part and the windowed, truncated part up to the 
5 0 ^  sample. This routine utilizes the IMSL subroutine 
FFTRC and the following miscellaneous subroutines:
READ AVERAG MATCH WINDO WRANGE FSCALE FSDRAW FSDISP 
The input variables are the time boundaries of the 




CALL INITTJ9601 DIMENSION 2(1000 DIMENSION IWKJ30 COMPLEX W f loom-W1 (1000) CALL TEPHj3-40§5)CALL CHRSIZfa READ OUTPUT AMD “
Y( 100 0) ,Y1{ 1000) , n (1000| ,WK(3000)








INPUT ARITHMETIC AVERAGES INPUT DATA MATRICES*
N=IDCOMPUTE THE PERIOD*C=1./IEREAD OUTPUT AND INPUT DATA CALL READ(X,Y,Ut N,C)COHPUTE THE OUTPUT AND THE AND THE NEW OUTPUT AND CALL AVERAG(Y,U,N)DEFINE THE WINDOW FUNC BOUNDARIESfX BEING A H1=X XHIN=X XHAX=XDETERMINE THE CORRESPONDING SAMPLE SPACE BOUNDARIES.CALL HATCH (X. XHIN-XMAX- N.L1.L2)HAKE SURE THAT THE RECORD LENGTH IS EVEN.L3=L2—L1♦1




NN=L3P= (FLOAT {L3))/2 IP=P~IP DP-P—IPIF(DP.EQ.0*) GO NN=L3*1 Y (NN) = 0*UfNNt^O.DO 15 K2=1,NN





WR1 = REAL (wl |M)WI1=AIMAG Wf J)=SQRT
m
WI**2)
J) =SQRf (WR 1**2^W11**2)CONTINUEC COHPUTE THE REQUIRED VARIABLES IN ORDER C FREQUENCY SPECTRUMS.CALL WRANGE(W,W1,NN,YHIN,YMAX,1,50)
TO DISPLAY BOTH
105





INPUT/OUTPUT DATA RECORDS DISPLAY
107
Description:
The purpose of this routine is to display the input 
and the output on the same system axis. This routine 
displays the minimum and maximum of the input and the 
output and some headings. This routine utilizes the fol 
lowing miscellaneous subroutines:
READ AVERAG YRANGE YFRAME YDRAW DISPLY DISPL
108
CALL I M T T  (SEC )
0 1MENS ION X 11000)VY( 10001*Y 1C 10001 
CALL TERM!3f4CS5l 
CALL CHRSIZiAl
C READ OUTPUT ANC INPUT DATA IDENTIFICATION.
RE A O (51♦ I IAt I8*ICf ID'IE 
RE ACC 7»*l IAI,IB1,IC1*101,IEl
N* ID
C COMPUTE THE PERICC AND THE UPPER TIME BOUNDARY OF BOTH 
C SIGNALS.
C*1./IE 
X M A X M N - 1  |*C
C READ OUTPUT ANO INPUT DATA MATRICES.
CALL REA0(X,Y1Y 1 9N«C)
C COMPUTE THE OUTPUT AND THE INPUT ARITHMETIC AVERAGES AND 
C THE NE*t OUTPUT ANC INPUT OATA MATRICES.
CALL AVERAG!Y,Y1,NI
C DETERMINE OUTPUT AND INPUT RANGE BOUNDARIES.
CALL YRANGE{VNAX*YMIN*YMAXl*YMIM*YtYl*N)
XMIN=0.
C OISPLAY THE BACKGROUND GRID ANC THE SCALING UNITS.
CALL YFRAMEIXMAXtXMIM 
C OISPLAY OUTPUT ANC INPUT OATA SIGNALS.
CALL YCRAH!X*Y*Yi, l.N. XMAX* YMAX. YMIN *YM AX 1*YMIN1 , XMIN) 
C DISPLAY OUTPUT ANC INPUT DATA IDENTIFICATION.
CALL CISPLYC IA* 18*IC,10 , IE• IA1*IB 1,IC1.IC1 * IE1)
C DISPLAY OUTPUT ANC INPUT M IN IMLMS AND MAXIMUMS.
CALL 0 ISPLIYMIN.YMAXtYMIN 1 * YMAX1)




RESULTS OF FILES THAT YIELD REAL POLE LOCATIONS
110
Description:
The following tables contain the results of the files 
that yield exclusively real pole locations for any given 
parameter estimation routine and window function utilized.
Ill








0 -6.161 -23.295 107.0863
256 R 1 -6.463 -27.752 67.525
2 cn0 •L01 -48.776 70.3878
0 -5.91 -19.466 243.5548
262 R 1 -7.195 -20.153 201.4366
2 -5.084 -18.923 392.176
0 -6.877 -24.448 41.7744
443 49 266 L 1 -8.186 -31.365 17.4663
2 -6.228 -15.384 53.5572
0 -6.56 -24.249 12.117
268 L 1 -6.171 -22.003 25.4151
2 -7.997 -16.188 21.1993
0 -6.544 -30.804 21.3205
274 L 1 -8.304 -31.189 13.9199
2 -4.093 -21.623 78.9112
0 -6.143 -26.762 50.9192
298 L 1 -8.649 -33.283 26.9112
58.6 51 2 -2.779 -23.226 189.9999
0 -6.684 -25.897 280.667
299 R 1 -10.6 -22.863 178.9247
2 -4.801 -29.1 295.2283









































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE VIII. Maximum Likelihood Estimation Routine
113
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